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Murray, Calloway honored for service to youth
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
•
Staff Writer
Because of its ability to-provide healthy, safe and caring
environments, Murray and
Calloway County is one of five
Kentucky places selected in the
first-ever national 100 Best
Communities for Young People.
America's Promise — The
Alliance for Youth announced
the recognition Monday. The
winning communities range
from small towns to urban areas.
In Kentucky, Mt. Sterling,
Lexington, Louisville and Ohio
County also were chosen.
The local community was
selected for its work in collaborative programs for children.
Among such programs are

Leadership Tomorrow, which
provides youth with leadership
roles in the community, the
after-school child care programs
at Calloway County and Murray
schools; Murray State's ninthgrade workforce sessions;
Angel's Clinic, which provides
healthcare services for lowworking families;
income
Summer in the Park; Character
Counts; Arts & Humanities
Summer Day Camp; Hooked on
Fishing — Not On Drugs; Main
Street Youth Center: and
Calloway County Agency for
Substance Abuse Prevention.
The honor comes after
County
Murray/Calloway
became the 13th Community of
Promise in Kentucky in 2001.

di In Murray/Calloway County, we do what is
best for the children and do not worry about
who gets the credit. y y
— Pat Harrington
Murray Woman's Club representative and
100 Bed Communities committee chair
"To have come so far in such
a short period of time is incredible," said Pat Harrington,
Murray Woman's Club representative on the Community
Advisory Board and chair on the
100 Best Communities commitMurray/Calloway
tee. "In
County, we do what is best for

the children and do not worry
about who gets the credit."
Harrington said she hopes all
the children can say about the
community what 19-year-old
Nathan Luffman told the Murray
Board of Education last year
about Leadership Tomorrow:
"Your support for this program

has forever changed my life, and
has played a crucial role in helping me understand that my life
can be as good as I want it to
be.Luffman's remarks were
included with two other students' community perspectives
in the application process.
"Murray may not ever have
20-story skyscrapers — but
that's OK,- 17-year-old Char
Robinson, a Calloway County
High School student, wrote.
-Murray has character, and that
will take us much farther in the
long run anyway. Children who
have grown up in Murray have
grown up in a community of
opportunity that will prepare
them to walk into any metropol-

itan city across this land and be
competitive in the job market."'
Callie Dowdy, 17. has lived
in Murray for 14 years.
"This is a community that
has taken it upon itself to see
that the youth are provided for.
involved and educated.- the
Murray High student wrote.
"Never once have I felt like a
second-class citizen; never once
have I felt as though 1 was cast
aside because I was young.
Through a serift:of organizacommunity
tions, all run
members who truly care about
what the youth are thinking and
feeling. Murray empowers its
youth. giving them a voice

III See Page 2A

Hospital's
budget has
healthy look
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's budget looks
healthy, but the figures assume
an increase in the operational
volume in the coming fiscal
year.
Vice President of Financial
Services Brad Bloemer presented the operational and capital
budgetrlb the ilthird of Trustees
on Monday. Unlike last year, the
board approved the budget
before the fiscal year actually
starts Oct. I, although Monday
was the first time the board
members had seen the spending
plan. The board approved last
year's budget a few months after
the fiscal year got underway.
The 2006 budget projects an
operating profit of $3.84 million
— a 1.4 percent gain over
expected 2005 results — and
nearly $4.6 million in income.
The income is down about 17.7
percent compared to 2005
because this year had an especially favorable investment

return with almost $1.8 million
in non-operating revenue and
the discontinuation of Medical
Arts Pharmacy and its durable
medical equipment service,
according to Bloemer.
The nearly $3.8 million capital budget includes $2.3 million
for medical equipment. Other
expenses include technology to
inove toward electronic records
and improvements Co the hospital and its Medical Arts
Building.
Together, the operating and
capital budgets will combine for
an extra $920,829 for cash
reserves. The hospital is positioning itself to be financially
sound before it issues bonds for
its $30 million expansion project. The first phase to move the
long-term care unit to the hospital's West View Nursing Home
is being completed with cash
reserves, while the main hospital
expansion will be financed with
bonds.

TOM BERRY(Ledger & Times photo
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ASAP recognizes 'Family Day'
with dinner, honors students
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Steve, Vicki, Brock and Summer
Simmons were among almost 250 parents
of
and children representing dozens
at
Calloway County families gathered
Center
Curris
ity's
Univers
State
Murray
l
Monday night to participate in the nationa
"Family Day - A Day to Eat Dinner with
Your Children."
The Simmons family. along with city and
county officials, members of the Calloway
County Alliance for Substance Abuse
Prevention, local school officials and others,
were gathered to observe the national family-focused event sponsored by Columbia
University's National Center on Addiction
and Substance Abuse(CASA)and Calloway
County's ASAP.
CASA officials created Family Day in
2001 following a study indicating that "...the
more children eat dinner with their families,
or
the less likely they are to smoke, drink
use drugs," according to the CASA Web site.
CASA's 2004 Teen Survey found that teens
from families who almost never eat dinner
together were 72 percent more likely than
the average teen-ager to use illegal drugs,
cigarettes and alcohol, while teens from
families that almost always eat dinner
together were 31 percent less likely than
average will engage in substance abuse.
Although the Simmons family was not
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Steve Simmons, a local consultant, said III See Page 2A
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) State Sen. Bob Leeper said he's
decided to seek re-election next
year. this time as an independent.
Leeper entered the Senate as
a Democrat in 1991 and
changed to Republican in 1999,
as the GOP took its first majority in the legislature.
He is now the only inde-

Sen. Leeper
plans to
run again at
independent

pendent in the General
the
leaving
Assembly,
Republican Party during a heated disagreement this year over
a contested state Senate election in Jefferson County.
Leeper had said he might
ponder returning to the
Republican Party but said he
made his decision on what felt
comfortable to him.

"As an independent. I won't
have to fit into some mold created by a party," he told The
Paducah Sun.
The only other announced
candidate for the seat is Carroll
Hubbard. a Democrat and former congressman who served a
prison term for federal campaign finance violations.

•Youth ...
From Front
which many young people in other cities or
communities rarely have.Murray Mayor Tom Rushing also filled
out a questionnaire as pan of the application
process. He commended Harrington. along
with Jean Bennett of Murray Independent
Schools and Tnsh Barton with Calloway
County Schools, for their leadership is
organizing the effort.
• -This is another prime example of all the
cooperation." said Rushing, a former elementary school principal. "It speaks well not
only for our schools and school personnel —
with Murray State included. naturally — but
for all the community volunteers.
"This all ties back together. Of course,
there's never enough you can do for chil-

dren."
Calloway County-Judge Executive Larry
Elkins said he wasn't surprised by the recognition because he's seen the community provide all sorts of services.
"It's nice we are recognized for what we
do for children, but overall it is just recognition for the community," Elkins said. "We
have organizations whose main function is
to help the elderly and organizations who
help children. Anyone who needs help
should be able to find what they need."
A partnership with Capital One Financial
Corporation made 100 Best Communities
for Young People possible. A panel of civic,
business and non-profit leaders — including
United Way of America President Brian
Gallagher, U.S. Chamber of Commerce
President Tom Donohue,former U.S. Health

and Human Services Secretary Donna
Shalala and baseball great Cal Ripken Jr. —
chose the communities.
"It is wonderful to learn first-hand how
outstanding communities are making a difference in people's lives — especially their
young people," Gallagher said in a release.
"We are committed to helping communities
across America follow the examples provided by winning communities and adopt similar programs that will help our nation's
young people succeed in life."
The winning communities will be recognized at an event Nov. 2 in Washington,
D.C. The celebration will be dedicated to
Hurricane Katrina victims and highlight
community initiatives throughout the country that are providing displaced children
with services and support.

III 'Family Day' ...
From Front
church, school activity, and
homework taking some of their
time.
"Well. sometimes I wish we

own Crier
NOTICE
II The Calloway County
Fiscal() Court will meet in special session today at 4 p.m. in
the courthouse. Agenda items
include Fort Heiman property
purchase and a resolution
authorizing the sheriff to join
•the Rennyrile Narcotics Task
Force.
•A meeting of the Hazel
Celebration Committee is
scheduled for 7 tonight at
Hazel City Hall_ Members of
the committee are meeting to
finalize planning for the event
set for this weekend.
le The Calloway County
Board of Elections will meet
Wednesday/ at 9:30 a.m. in
the county clerk's office.
Agenda items include election
preparation.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
in special session at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday at city hall. The
agenda includes a variance
request for Automated Direct
Mail at 1410 N 12th St.
II The regular monthly
meeting of the Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District has
been changed to Oct. 6 at 7
p.m. at the water district
office. An agenda item is
opening bids for the Flint
Road project.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

had more time, but sometimes
(Summer) is going in a different
direction than (Brock) is so we
don't do it as often as we would
like to," he said. "The main
thing sometimes is to get the
homework done and if the children have church stuff to do.
make sure they have done that."
Vicki Simmons, a teacher at
Calloway County High School,
said she wants to know what has
happened with her children "that
day, every day."
"As soon as they come home
we ask what kind of day they
have had," she said."So if it was
good we talk about that and if it
was bad we talk about that."
Brock and Summer say they
use the time to talk to mom and
dad about school and other topics. "We talk about school... and
sports," Brock said, pointing out
his involvement in basketball
and golf.
"Grades and school stuff,"
Summer added, also noting her
participation in basketball, soccer and other sports.
Dunng the dinner and a slide
presentation concerning the purpose of "Family Day," ASAP
Project Director Dottie Kraemer
thanked the families for putting

MI Hospital

Forecast
Tonight will be mostly clear
with lows in the upper 50s.
Wednesday and Wednesday
night will by partly cloudy with
a chance of rain and highs in the
lower 80s and lows in the mid
50s.

Stev
nell
Sales Manager
-Families Serving Farnifies"

Lo

their children's futures first by
attending the event and following up with the same dedication
at home.
"According to some of the
latest research, it has been found
that kids that interact with their
parents everyday are much less
likely to abuse cigarettes, alcohol or drugs," said Kraemer. an
event organizer and the only
speaker for the evenitig. "So we
encourage you to sit down
around the family table and talk
to your kids about the things that
matter... possibly talk to them
about substance abuse."
To conclude the event. 25
Murray.
from
students
Southwest, North, and East
Calloway elementary schools, as
well as Murray Middle School,
were honored as "Kids of
Character" under the Calloway
County Character Counts effort.
The students were chosen from
among classmates by teachers.
counselors, and administrators
for demonstrating the program's
six pillars of character: trustworthiness, respect. responsibility,
fairness, caring, and citizenship.
Honorees included A.J.
Pitman. Jordan Barnett, Sarah
McDowell and Bodie Cowan

18 1/2 Years
Experience
Come See
Steve Connell
For All Your
Automotive
Needs!

SheriffsPoliceLois
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Clayton Drive reported someone stole money
from
caller
•A
l taking •
other items at 11:49 a.m. Monday. A theft by unlawfu
ation_
than $300 is under investig
at 1 - 17 p.
• A theft was reported at Tooters Mall in Hazel
Monday.
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
a U.S. 64 ,
• Deputy Tim Reynolds investigated a burglary at
e enter:,
North home Sept. 21. Charles T. Gill reported someon case is
The
.
jukebox
antique
an
took
and
owns
he
a home that
under investigation.
Murray State University Police Department
at Elizabeth
• A possible alcohol poisoning incident was reported
to the
patient
the
rted
transpo
EMS
Friday.
a.m.
College at 12:19
emergency room.
8:57 a.m.
• An assault was reported from Health Services at
an
possible
about
officer
an
to
speak
to
wanted
caller
The
Friday.
person.
ous
assault from an anonym
third-degree
• John M. Leach, of North Carolina, was arrested for
was in
criminal trespassing after a subject banned from campus
Friday.
a.m.
11:23
at
College
th
front of Elizabe
Clark
• An intoxicated subject was causing a problem at the
was
College front desk at 1239 a.m. Saturday. The subject
s.
problem
more
any
cause
not
and
bed
to
go
to
advised
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

House search leads
to drug arrests
agreed to a search of his resiBy KRISTIN TAYLOR
dence. All of his charges stem
Staff Writer
crystal
Two men were arrested after from the 5 to 6 grams of
of
pound
a
of
8/10ths
and
meth
s
Sheriff'
Calloway County
The two
deputies seized crystal metham- marijuana found there.
p.m.
phetamine and marijuana pack- men were arrested at 6:30
aged for resale from a Center Monday.
During a search, a vehicle
Ridge Road home.
B.J. Walls, 21, lives at the was taken from the property
and
afternoon
residence and was charged with Monday
first-degree trafficking a con- processed for additional evitrolled substance (meth), traf- dence. Mighell said an additionficking marijuana, possession of al 26 grams of meth were found
drug paraphernalia and posses- in the vehicle, which contained
sion of marijuana. Detective hidden compartments typically
Sgt. Samantha Mighell said. used for transporting large quanFrancisco Nunez, 31, of Rio tities of illegal substances.
Mighell said Nunez will be
Rancho, N.M.. was charged with
complicity to trafficking a con- charged with additional offenses
trolled substance and trafficking stemming from the search of the
marijuana. All of the charges are vehicle. He hadn't been charged
several yet because deputies didn't finbecause
enhanced
firearms also were seized during ish processing the vehicle until
nearly midnight.
the search.
Both men are being held at
Mighell said five deputies
were at the house looking for the Callow ay County jail.
someone else, when Walls

Elementary
Murray
from
School; Darby Woods, Zhanna
Badasyan and Will Adams from
Murray Middle School-, Bailey
Futrell, Erica Rogers, Ellyn
Luther, Laken Brittain, Tiffany
Redden and Ian Hughes Penny
Calloway
East
from
Tubbs,
Erin
Elementary:
Destiny Wendling, Char Manus.
Adyson Scott, Patrick Adam and
Madison Hobbs from North
and
School;
Elementary
Kennedy Garrison, Auston
Snyder, Madison Contri, Alex
Arnett. Matti Miller and Ambery
Southwest
from
Geurin
Calloway Elementary.
Kraemer pointed out that
many other students in all the
schools were candidates for the
honor. "We know that there
were many others that could
have been named and we just
want to thank parents for raising
such wonderful children," she
said.
President George W. Bush
officially confirmed nationwide
observance of Family Day on
Sept. 16. The day is officially
observed on the fourth Monday
in September.

Van accident kills students, instructor
TREMONTON.Utah(AP)- A Utah State University van overed Monday on a highway about 65 miles north of Salt Lake
ity, killing seven students and an instructor, authorities said.
other studenaitkWeirc jak411:1:61•'— 0010011111
t40,
The 11 occupants of the van were ejec41
Trooper Jeff
said
ton,
Tremon
near
84
te
Intersta
on
four times
Nigbur.
Seven of the dead were Utah residents and one was from
of
Washington state, said patrol Trooper Jeff Nigbur. The names
the victims were withheld until relatives could be notified.
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From Front
"We're expecting good
things next year," Bloemer said.
"It's healthy. It's good you can
do that, especially because we
are going to the buying market."
Bloemer said he's comfortable assuming a 3.3 percent volume growth because 2005's figures dropped from the 2004
level and he believes 2006 will
rebound. He came up with the
percentage by averaging the two
recent years.
"If we do not meet that, this
budget will be out of balance,"
he told the board. "We'll have to
make adjustments elsewhere."
The volume increase is
dependent's on the goal of both
the hospital board and administration to recruit physicians.
Most recently. Dr. Marty
Fulbright committed to provide
full-time orthopedic services at
MCCH. He had been providing

such services about one day a
week in Murray, while working
in Paris, Tenn., the majority of
the time. In order to make finanavailable,
incentives
cial
Bloemer said Fulbright is actually a hospital employee and
will help grow the patient volume for orthopedic services.
-The real critical emphasis is
on physician recruitment and
will continue to be. We are only
as good as that overall outcome," Hospital CEO Jon
O'Shaughnessy said. "Not to
take away from who's here, but
we have to augment that."
The budget also incorporates
5
a percent increase to the hospital's charges in May. the same
month the fees were increased
this year for the first time in
nearly two years. Bloemer built
the budget around the increases
in May, not any earlier in the fiscal year. The increases — which
are still below the regional mar-
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Top al-Qaida in Iraq insurgent killed

Protest Mom arrested outside White House
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WASHINti I ON (AP) Cindy Sheehan was arrested
along with hundreds of other
protestors after failing to heed
police admonitions to keep
their demonstration against the
war in Iraq moving along outside the White House.
Sheehan, the California
mother who set up camp outside President Bush's ranch in
Texas during the summer, rallied with others Monday in a
park across the street from the
White House and then marched
to the gate of the executive
mansion.
They sat down on the pedestrian walkway in front of the
White House — knowing they
faced arrest — and began
singing and chanting "Stop the
war now!"
Police warned them three
times that they were breaking
the law by failing to move
along, then began making
arrests. One man climbed over
the White House fence and was
quickly subdued by Secret
Service agents.
Sheehan, 48, was the first
taken into custody. She smiled
as she was carried to the curb,
then stood up and walked to a
police vehicle as protesters
chanted, "The whole world is
watching."
"It's an honor to be arrested
with this group of people," said
Gary Haindschumacher, 58, of
Crawford, Colo., who was
waiting for police to arrest him.
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BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - A suicide bomber
attacked Iraqis applying for jobs as policemen
Tuesday, killing nine and wounding 21, and U.S.
officials said a top deputy of the leader of al-Qaida
in Iraq was killed over the weekend.
NATO Secretary-General Jaap de Hoop
Scheffer visited Baghdad to review the alliance's
training mission for the Iraqi military. The imannounced visit was de Hoop Scheffer's second trip
to Iraq. He was accompanied by the alliance's
supreme commander for operations, U.S. Gen.
James L. Jones.
NATO has been training a small group of senior Iraqi military officers and is planning to
expand that mission to include higher ranks of
Iraq's armed forces.
The blast occurred in Baqouba, 30 miles north
of Baghdad, said the officer, who spoke on condition of anonymity because of concerns about his
security. A man wearing explosives under his
clothes blew himself up in a building where Iraqis
were applying to join the country's Quick Reaction

AP

Anti-war activist Cindy Sheehan, center, Monday is
stopped at the gate of the White House while holding a
photo of her son Casey who was killed in Iraq last year.
Sheehan along with other anti-war demonstrators
protested outside the White House and were later
arrested.
Sgt. Scott Fear, spokesman
for the U.S. Park Police, said
about 370 protesters were
arrested over four and a half
hours. All but one were charged

with demonstrating without a
permit, a misdemeanor. One
person faced a charge of crossing a police line.
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Police Force.
Adhid Mita'ab, an official in Baqouba General
Hospital. said nine Iraqis .were killed and 21
wounded. The commander confirmed those figures. That raised to at least 61 the number of people killed in the past three days in Iraq. less than a
month before a national referendum on Iraq's draft
constitution.
Politicians and insurgents in Iraq's Arab Sunni
minority have urged Iraqis to boycott the referendum or vote "no." They believe a charter will fracture the country and seal the domination of the
Shiite majority.
On Monday, American and Iraqi officials tried
to rally Sunni support for the referendum by
releasing 500 detainees from the notorious Abu
Ghraib prison outside Baghdad to mark the coming Islamic holy month of Ramadan.
But if two-thirds of voters in any three of Iraq's
18 provinces reject the charter, a new government
must be formed and the process of writing a constitution starts over.
fir
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A Prophecy Fulfilled
It took just 12 days from completion of
Israel's withdrawal from Gaza before rockets started raining down on the Western
Negev area from the now-unoccupied territory. The attacks late Friday might have
occurred sooner had the
terrorists not been preoccupied with torching
synagogues and destroying flower-growing
operations in Gaza that
could have been used to
produce income for
Palestinian residents.
Sadly, their hatred of all
things Jewish prompted
Cal's
them to act against their
Thoughts self-interest.
(Late Sunday night,
By Cal Thomas
following crushing retalSyndicated
Columnist
iatory atrikcks by Israel
and threats from Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon of
an even more massive response. Hamas
announced that it was halting all attacks
from the Gaza Strip. For now, perhaps, but
given its history, one can safely bet, not for
good.)
A Reuters story about the Israeli attacks
on Saturday said, "The upsurge in violence
was a blow to international hopes that the
pullout could revive peacemaking." The
concept of international "hopes" is founded
on the false premise that peace is dependent
only on Israel's behavior. Every time Israel
offers concessions, withdrawals, confidence-building measures and other "good
faith" gestures, the response is more terror.
more death and no peace. Will there ever
come a time when the United States and the
international community concludes that
forcing Israel into making unilateral concessions is not a prescription for peace, but

a guarantee of more war?
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, who
is facing a growing political challenge from
former Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu, should have seen this coming
because it has happened so many times
before.
Israeli Defense Minister Shaul Mofaz
promised a "crushing and unequivocal
response" to the rocket attack. The Hamas
terrorist group blamed Israel for an explosion at a Hamas rally Friday afternoon that
killed 15 people, though the Palestinian
Authority said it appeared to have been an
accident caused by Hamas members carrying explosives in a crowded area. Hamas
vowed to resist any raid in Gaza and called
for attacks on Israel.
Continuing his denial of the obvious, the
top U.N. envoy to the Middle East, Alvaro
de Soto, told the Security Council last
Friday that the "road map" remains the only
realistic method for achieving peace
between Israel and the Palestinians. Not
exactly. The road map requires reciprocity.
So far, Israel has been the only party doing
the giving and the Palestinian-Hamas-Fatah
side has been doing the taking and the
killing. Why should they stop when violence is giving them what they want?
Commenting on Israel's withdrawal, but
ignoring the continuing terrorist threat, de
Soto said, "Forces of moderation have prevailed over those of extremism."
You could have fooled me!
After de Soto spoke, the Security
Council approved a statement again calling
on both sides to adhere to the Road Map
and saying the Gaza pullout must be only
one step toward further Israeli withdrawal
and efforts to achieve a viable Palestinian
state.

The "quartet" of the U.N., the United
States, Russia and the European Union has
succeeded only in pressuring Israel to give
and give and give. Whatever pressure it has
applied to the Palestinian-Hamas-Fatah side
has produced no cessation of violence, no
disarmament and, in fact, no concessions at
all.
The frustrating part is that no one pays
attention to the pronouncements of the terrorists. Hamas announced it would flood
Gaza with its soldiers once Israel withdrew.
Islamo-fascist clerics call for the annihilation of Israel and tell jihadists it is their
religious duty to kill Jews and Christians.
Our "friends," the Saudis and Egyptians
allow this rhetoric to flow unimpeded from
their mosques and in their government-run
media. Meanwhile, the Bush Administration
and its State Department sink deeper into
denial and pretend the terrorists don't mean
what they say. The terrorists trumpet their
plans and then carry them out. After they
have caused death and destruction, they
promise to do it again. Objectives can't be
made clearer than that.
Will a second coming of Benjamin
Netanyahu as Prime Minister make a difference? Perhaps. He once told me he had
learned a valuable lesson from his own concessions during the Clinton Administration.
Netanyahu should tell Israelis and the world
that if he again becomes Prime Minister he
will not budge on more land concessions
until the Palestinian-Hamas-Fatah side
begins responding positively to all of
Israel's concessions.
Having given so much and received
nothing in return, it may now be too late to
save Israel, but giving more without getting
anything ensures Israel's extinction sooner,
rather than later.
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Harrell Speaker for Rotary
Poem about A.S.A.P.
holds a special meaning
The following poem was sent to me by
e-mail. It has a special meeting in using
the initials, A.S.A.P. I don't know who
wrote it. but it is as follows:
-There's work to do, deadlines to meet;
l'ou'se no time to spare.
But as you hurry and scurry-A.S.A.P. - Always Say A Prayer
In the midst of family chaos
"Quality time" is rare.
Do your best; let God do the rest-A.S.A.P. - Always Say a Prayer
It may seem like your worries
By Jo Burkeen
Are more than you can bear.
Community
Slow down and take a breather-Editor
A.S.A.P. - Always Say A Prayer
God knows how stressful life is;
He wants to ease our cares,
And He'll respond to all your needs
A.S.A.P. - Always Say A Prayer"
wonderful day!!
May God bless you and may you hare a
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Judge Cunningham to
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to the Murray Woman's Club
at the club's first general meeting of the 2005-2006 year.
Cunningham will discuss his
new book "A Distant Light;
Kentucky's Journey Toward
Racial Justice."
According to Amazon.com
"A Distant Light" ... "exposes social injustices from Kentucky's bloody past and shows
the journey to redemption
through courageous leaders such
as Governors A.O. Stanley and
Ned Breathitt. The dark days
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way to a brighter future through
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Fleming and Quertermous
speakers at Rotary Club ts
Jeanne Fleming, president
of the Murray Civic Music
Association, spoke to the Murray Rotary Club about the history of the MCMA and the
2005-2006 Season.
The season will includes concerts by Mark O'Connor Hot
Swing Trio on Oct. 6. Alison
Brown banjo artist on Nov.
13. Drum Drum on Feb. 2,
and Orion Weiss pianist on
March 7.

If you don't
think every day
is a good day,
just try missing
-Cavett Robert
one.

In addition to the concer
in Murray, ticket holders can
also attend the concerts in Union
and
City,Tenn.,
Dyersburg,Tenn., by showing
their Murray passes.
John Shuler Quertermous
told of his experiences in growing up in Murray and taking
advantage of the MCMA Concerts and Playhouse in the Park
productions to foster his interest and talents in the arts.
which allowed him to qualify
to attend the college of the
arts at Interlochen. Mich.
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SOMETHING WORTH SHARING
We re proud of the news coverage we ve received, and hOpc
to build upon these accomplishments. We know that our
success is your success Thank you.

Read All About It
&malmsey, August 2005
Edward Jones ranked No. 1 in the annual SmartMoney full-service
broker survey. Edward Jones placed ahead of seven other firms
and scored the highest-possible ranking in the four categones
surveyed. customer statements, stock picking, trust survey and
customer satisfaction.
1.D. Power and Associates, April 2005
Edward Jones ranked "Highest in Investor Satisfaction With Full
Service Brokerage Firms" in the J.D. Power and Associates 2005
Full Service Investor Satisfaction Study',
J.D. Power and Associates 2005 Full Service Investor Satisfaction
study' based on responses from 6,637 investors who used one
of the 20 firms profiled in the study. www.japower.com
Registered Representative, December 2004
In the annual Registered Rep survey where investment representatives from the nation's seven largest brokerages grade their
firm's product, quality, service and support. Edward Jones took
the No 1 spot for the 12th consecutive year.

YOUR CHOICE
AUTC

thider NPW affierthim

Forrester Research, June Z 2004
For the second consecutive year. Edward Jones is among the
best advocates for its customers, according to a national
research study of U.S. financial-services firms by Forrester
Research. Edward Jones is the highest-ranking brokerage
named on the list
Cal or visit your local investment representative today.
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Pannunzio
hopes Racers
have short
memory

Angela DeBella, Kelly Dick, Laurel McManus
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo
, Katrina Olson and Shannon Elias stand
with the First Region girls' golf champion
at Mayfield Golf & Country Club Monday
ship
afternoon. Murray High edged Heath 345-351
for the tournament title.

Lady Tiger golf team brings back first regional title since
1983
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. — The
Murray High School girls'
golf team set out Monday
with two goals in mind: Do
something that hasn't been
done in 20 years, and seek
re against an old

Check.
While you're at it, you can
check the Lady Tigers' name
at the door of the KHSAA
state golf tournament, as Murray High pulled out a team
score of 345 to claim its first
regional title since 1983. In
the process, the Lady Tigers

knock off defending First
Region champion Heath.
The Lady Tigers advance
to next week's state match at
Drake Creek Golf Course in
Ledbetter — doing so by ousting Heath (351), Marshall
County (367), Paducah Tilgh(1)
01baga
1
reArt

state tournament, turned in an
84. Kelly Dick added an 86,
and Laurel McManus shot a
92.
"All my shots worked well
for me," Elias said. "It was
nice to see. I hit my drives
really well and I just kept
my head up, even when things
'weren't going right for me."
Hickman County (476).
Keeping her head up was
Only Murray and Heath no understatement and underadvance to next week's state standably something that may
tournament.
have been hard to do.
Individually, the Lady
Elias spent the weekend
Tigers were paced by Shan- cheering on the Murray High
non Elias' 83. Angela DeBel- soccer team at the All "A"
la, who will be making her State Tournament in Frankf
fifth straight appearance at the

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo

Murray High School senior Angela DeBella watches
this drive off No. 12 Monday at Mayfeild Golf &
Country Club. DeBella finished with an 18-hole total
of 84.

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo

Murray High School's Kelly Dick (left) watches her putt on No. 14 Monday at
Mayfield Golf & Country Club. Dick finished with a 86 for the Lady Tigers.

The year was 1994.
Following Talley and Cash were Talley's
Television hits "E.R." and "Friends" made lone teammate, Chaney Musgrave, who fired
NBC the night for "Must Watch TV.," while a 83. The Marshall County duo of Kristen
Forrest Gump and Pulp Fiction were the big Jones (85) and Jessica Powell (85) advanced,
blockbusters on the sliver screen.
as well.
Nationally, Bill Clinton was President and
On the team level, front-runners Murray
O.J. Simpson was arrested. High and Heath advanced.
Locally, Emma Talley was
Talley advanced to the state tournament
Just a twinkle in the eyes last year, although she didn't play in the final
of her parents. Dan and Jen- group like she did Monday. She was paired
nifer.
with DeBella and Mayfield's Sarah Seay. TalFast forward 11 years ley added that her motivating drive to keep
later, and that twinkle is a up with the "big girls" really paid off.
bright burning star for the
"I wasn't positive if I was going to be
Talley family.
able to make it back or not," she said. "There
Caldwell County middle are a lot of other good girls in our region,
schooler Emma Talley shined and I just came out here not really worried
Pigskins & with a 76 at the First Region about anyone else and just tried to play my
Peachbaskets Girls' Golf Tournament on own game."
Monday at Mayfield Golf
One question begs to be asked: What's an
By Michael Dann & Country Club, becoming 11-year-old doing playing golf against playSports
the youngest player in the ers who are six years her elder?
Writer
region to claim top honors.
"I ride my bike, like I guess most 11 "I worked really hard to year-olds do!" Talley said with a smile. "But
get this far," Talley said. "Angela (DeBella) I try not to think about all that age stuff. It
and Caroline (Cash) played very well ,too. gets in my head sometimes."
they just had some bad breaks."
But Talley did admit that some of that
DeBella, a Murray High senior, finished "age" stuff did get to her in the latter holes
with a sub-par 84, while Graves County's as she pressed a little too much, saying both
Cash had a 78.
nerves and her game got away from her a
Both Talky and Cash will advance to next little bit.
week's KHSAA state tournament at Drake
reek Golf Course in Ledbetter.

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo

Caidwell County sixth grader Emma Talley watches her putt on No. 16 Monday at Mayfield Golf &
Country Club. Talley won overall medalist honors
with a 76.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Sports can sometimes require
a short memory.
Murray State head coach Joe
Pannunzio certainly hopes that's
the case for his banged-up Racers, who he says must put last
Saturday's ugly 42-0 defeat at
Illinois State behind them —
and fast.
After all, this weekend marks
the beginning of a new season — the Ohio Valley Conference opener at Tennessee
Tech.
"As bad as we played and
as embarrassed as I was about
it, we have got to put this
behind us," said Pannunzio during his weekly press conference with local and area media
representatives on Monday.
"This is the start of a new
season. Everybody's 0-0 now.
We just have to put ourselves
back together."
The lopsided loss to the
Redbirds and former Murray
State coach Denver Johnson was
not a pretty sight for obvious
reasons, and for some not so
obvious reasons. In addition to
getting knocked around on the
scoreboard, the Racers also paid
the price psychically.
"Anytime you get beat like
that, you're going to get beatup some. And we have a lot
of bumps and bruises and things
like that." Pannunzio noted.
The extra ailments were not
good news for an MSU unit
that was already somewhat reeling entering last weekend's
action.
Junior quarterback Ken
Topps did not start the game
because of two shoulder bruises he received in a 27-15 homeopening victory over Indiana
State on Sept. 17. Pannunzio's
original plait was to hold his
6-foot, 190-pound play-maker
out of action and preserve him

Lady Tigers
take state's
No. 2 team
to wire
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Claire Harrington, Peggy
Ray and Blair Lane each
received All "A" Classic State
Tournament Team honors during the Murray High School
girls' soccer team's recent runner-up finish
in the annual
smallschool event.
The Lady
Tigers — a
First Regionbest 11-4-1
on the season
reached the
finals of the
weekend
tournament, held in Frankfort,
by defeating Bath County 100 and Sayre 2-1. However,
Murray fell 4-0 to Newport Central Catholic in the finals.
"I was extremely happy with
the results," said MHS head
coach Jared Rosa of his team's
efforts in the tournament. "To
fight off a good Sayre team
in the semifinals was great. To
finish second in the state is
great for our team. We were
really excited about that. I'm
extremely proud of what our
girls have accomplished."
Peggy Ray scored three goals
to lead the Lady Tigers in their
10-0 rout of Bath County. Aliso
scoring goals for Murray were
Amy Futrell. Addie Rigsby;
Grace Wellinghurst. Mallory
Cunningham and Sydney Smith.
Smith, Lane, Wellinghurst, Ray,
Chloe Ehrsam and Cheslea
Crook each added assists.
In the quarterfinals, the Lady
Tigers overcame an early 1-0
deficit with a pair of goals by
Ray to get the victory. Stnitit
recorded both assists in the
match, while Harrington and
Whitley McCuiston each provided some key saves in goal.
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Hutching misses out on return trip to state
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. — At the
risk of sounding like a MastfrCard commercial, a tnp to
*xi week's KHSAA State
girls' Golf Tournament would
live been, well, pnceless for
ICaysin Hutching.
; Instead, the Calloway CounS
ty senior linkster, who has
back-to-back trips to the
de match the last two year's,
.. te
F
fled make the cut Monday
o
l
• the First Region Girls Golf
. urnament at the Mayfield
Golf & Country Club.
Joining Hutching at the
regional tournament were fellow teammates Ellie Fisher and
Courtney Swift.
Hutching finished the 18hole round with an 89, while
Swift followed with a 109 and
Fisher carded a 110.
Hutching said her biggest
problem at the par 34-36-70
course was putting, which compounded the fact that it has
been an issue for her all season.
"My dad and I went out
there over the weekend to play
a practice round, and I did
fine. I really thought I would
OK out here today," she

SCOREBOARD
Haverstock
Insurance Agency
John Williams

Waft Aldo

Nobody can protect your ALIT(2
any better than we can/
753-3415
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
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89.
day at Mayfield Golf & Country Club by firing an
out the top five individuals,
said. "I just couldn't putt at was out of the running, as she
along with Emma Talley of
making
from
shots
all. Once I was able to knock fell four
County, Caroline Cash
Caldwell
cut.
the
like
seemed
it
in,
one or two
County and CaldGraves
of
of
Marshall County's duo
something else went wrong."
well's Chaney Musgrove.
PowJessica
and
Jones
Kristen
She said following her putt
on No. 16 that she knew she ell each shot an 85 to round
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oft. The soccer squad played in the champiqnship match against Newport Central Catholic
at 6:30 p.m. CDT Sunday. which allowed Elias
five hours of sleep as she slumbered back to
Calloway County at 1:30 a.m. on Monday.
Elias, then had an 8:30 tee time.
DeBella has been a staple of the state tournament for the last couple of years. But. on
Monday, that staple was nearly pulled right
out of the paper.
Playing 6-over-par when she entered the tee
box at No. 15 — a dog-leg to the left and
uphill — DeBella ripped a drive that found its
way out-of-bounds on the left. She mis-fired
Oil her next two, as well, before planting one
firmly in the fairway — albeit under a tree.
- DeBella was every bit as colorful as her
golf balls in replaying the events, but should
would have been hard-pressed to come by as
tie stone-cold-faced senior walked off the green
er No. IS.
--I hit my pink ban out of bounds, then I
It my purple ball out of bounds and then I
hit my white ball out of bounds. Then. I hit
iny other pink ball in the trees. Then. I got a
10," DeBella said, almost comically.
"But I'm really happy that my team played
ell. They carried me today because I pretty
uch stunk. I'm really proud of them and the
%hay that they played. I hope I can pull it
together next week. and I hope they can play

:t

i

as well they did today."
The Lady Tiger players said getting the
upper-hand against Heath was a motivating factor.
-That was my biggest motivating factor.
Dick said. "That, and I didn't want to disappoint Coach (Justin) Scott. I mean, this just
goes to prove what we can do. as a team and
as individuals."
McManus agreed.
"Like Kelly said, it just goes to show what
we can do as a team and how good we are."
she said. "It shows that we're strong and we
didn't back down."
Scott, who is in his second year guiding
the MHS golf teams, knew that a battle with
Heath was eminent and would be nip-and-tuck
until the end.
"All of them came in and played well."
Scott said. "Angela had a bad hole, but bless
her heart, she stuck with it. After she hit the
three balls out of bounds, she ultimately pared
that hole. She birdied the next hole and then
finished out bogey. birdie. She kept her composure. I'm beside myself and so proud of
her."
For DeBella. she was just happy that she
didn•t three-putt a hole, something she said
she's only done one other time.
"I'm proud of the way that I finished. I
just didn't play well up until then," she said.
"But, like I said, thank God for teammates"

earn wins
On Monday, Chris Eike put
Staff Report
Lakers out in front to stay
the
Murray Ledger & Times
with a first-half goal off an assist
PADUCAH, Ky.. — The Calby Brennan Parker. CCHS took
low ay County boys'soccer team
lead into the halftime break
that
kept on the winning track on before Seth Asher added the
Monday. defeating homestandfinal goal of the night off an
ipg Lone Oak 2-0.
assist by Evan Pierce.
The Lakers, who are now
Lone Oak matched the LakI0-2-1 on the season extendin shots, as both teams
ers
ed their streak of consecutive recorded 19. Calloway goalmatches without a loss to II
keeper Jason Stubblefield had
after opening the season with
13 saves, while Lone Oak's
liack-to-back defeats. CalLatino had 12.
Andrew
Ipway's only blemish in the
VOU.EYBALL
WIER
streak has been last week's 3County High
Calloway
The
.4 tie against crosstown archriSchool volleyball team earned
val Murray High.

a two-set victory over Fulton
City during Senior Night on
Monday at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The Lady Lakers (6-12) —
who honored their lone senior, Jessica Dial, in a brief ceremony — won by scores of
25-17 and 25-20. Leading the
way for Calloway was Teala
Penick, who recorded four
assists and one kill. Dial had
three kills, while Mandie
Schroader, Whitley Edwards,
Allie Thompson, Abby Kelly
and Megan Newberry had one
each. Alley Hendon notched
three assists.

National UMW*

By

East Division
L Pot GB
W
89 68 567
Atlanta
5
64 73.535
Philadeiphia
9
80 77.510
Florlds
91/2
506
79 77
Maw Yodt
tO
79 78 503
Washington
Central Division
L Pct G8
W
_
97 60.618
x-St. Louis
85 71.5451 11/2
Houston
78
500
181/2
78
Milvreukee
77 79 494 191/2
Chicago
72 84.462 241/2
Cincinnati
34
63 94 401
Pittsburgh
West Division
W
L Pet GB
77 79.494
San Diego
74 82.474
San Francisco
72 84.482
Arizona
70 86.449
Los Angeles
65 91 417
Colorado
x-clinched division

III Racers ...

is that their opponent for Saturday's 1 p.m. kick-off — Tenfor the OVC season. Howev- - nessee Tech — is also struger, that plan was nixed after gling mightily. The Golden
the Racers fell behind 28-0 in Eagles (1-3, 0-1 OVC) are still
licking their wounds from a
the second quarter.
Topps did complete 6-of-9 tough 52-3 pasting at Eastern
scored just
passes for 45 yards and wound Kentucky. Tru has
last two games
its
in
points
rushsix
leading
MSU's
being
up
scoreless in six
er with 22 yards. But Pannun- and has gone
quarters.
zio still lamented about his of its last eight
struggling to
been
sigstarting
"They've
decision to put his
nal caller at risk of another score here lately, but they've
got a very good football team."
injury.
Pannunzio. "They're
said
I
that
thing
"If there's one
oached, and they
Staff Report
regret, it's putting Ken out always well-c
defense. So it's
good
Murray Ledger & Times
play
still
proba"I
there." he recalled.
The Calloway County Mid- bly made a bad decision to going to be a big challenge
dle School fast-pitch '
put him out there because he for us."
softball team completed
Tech has been a common
didn't practice until Thursday.
fall season with a fourth-plae
of the Racers in OVC
we
opponent
that
is
side
But the bright
finish in last weekend's touropeners. In its 58th season ot
hurt again."
him
get
didn't
nament at Mike Miller Park
OVC, Murray
Also sitting out against 1SU football in the
in Draffenville.
its league slate
open
will
State
lineman
offensive
The Lady Lakers, who fin- was starting
nursing against the Golden Eagles for
ished the campaign with 0 Phillip Hall, who was
the 32nd time. TTU owns an
Pannunzio
injury.
a hamstring
12-9-1 record, opened
advantage in those opensaid the absence of the 6-3, 18-13
play last Friday by spli
leads the all-time series
and
ers,
miss
also
will
who
275-pounder.
a pair of games. CCMS fe
the two schools, 37between
Reidland 5-0, but defeat- the 'Tennessee Tech game, 32-1. MSU is 27-30 all-time
front
the
of
g
re-shuffliq
a
boa Marshall C:ouisty,,,4,7 caused
in conference openers, with Pats
In Saturday's pool play, line, which could be attributed nunzio owning a 2-3 record in
to the Racers' lack of a run' Lady Lakers fell to Heath
those games.
, . In the single-elimination. • ning game. The talent backHome-field advantage in the
field duo of Nick Turner and
• ment — which was
against Tennessee Tech
series
just
for
Chad Cook combined
on Saturday — Call
21 yards on 22 carries against has also been important. The
urr
topped crosstown rival
Golden Eagles hold an 18-14
a stiff Redbird defense.
ray Middle 9-0 and also beat
in games played at
edge
had
St. Mary 3-2 before losing to
we
out,
Hall
"With Phil
, Tenn. Plus, the
Cookeville
Ballard 8-0 in the semifinals. to move Eugene Russell
home team has won the last
Leading the team in
.
"We
Pannunzio
around," said
four meetings in this series, with
ling for the weekend was
took a very good guard and
the Racers winning 34-15 last
tany Dietz, who went 5of
out
tackle
made an average
fall
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Brita
triple.
10. including
him. ... One of the things I
tany Fox was 5-for-I0. while' think that we sometimes for- However, Murray has lost its
last two games and three of
Katie Tindell went 3-for-6
get is that those five guys up
the last four in east Tennessee.
Karlee Wilson knocked in five front are pretty important."
Pannunzio is 0-2 at Tech's Tuck'
runs, doing so with a
As a team, the Racers man- er Stadium.
ism and a triple. Ti
aged just 135 total yards on
Making it all the more cruIs'ove in four runs, Mci
the night.
cial to win this week is the
a run-scoring triple. Jack
"I'm worried about our fact that there's little margin
Metcalf and four runs hatted
Pannunzio said. -Real- for error if the Racers want
offense,"
,
.
,
.
in.
Ashton Futrell picked upf. ly, we haven't had a good half to win their first OVC title
two pitching victories for the on offense since the first half since 2002. Following Satur' at Mississippi State. We pride day's game, Murray returns
Lady Lakers, defeating
ourselves on running the ball. home to host two-time defendMurray and St. Mary.
Some of that yardage was us, ing league champion Jackney Gardner, meanivhil
but the rest f it was Illinois sonville State before hitting the
credited with the victory
State. They have an outstand- road to play at Samford to
Marshall County.
ing defense."
complete a critical three-week
One solace for the Racers stretch.
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Talley ...

Are you supplying

From Page 1 B
Talley made the cut last year
at the state tournament in Bowling Green and expects to do
the same again this year, aiming to make bigger strides each
and every year.
-1 want to do better than
last year, but I don't want to

TOO MUCH POWER

to your utility company?

Whoa it same to broadband
thors Is only ono EXPERT In town...
Only Charter can otter: Over 30 Years
experience, DVR, No long term contract to sign,
First & Best in Providing High Speed Internet
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1-888-GET-CHARTER--CALL TODAY!

1-800-363-4720

01.

get too confident in myself."
she said. "I don't want things
to get away from me, but I
want to go in there strong."
If nothing else comes out
of this for the girl whose wavy
brown hair flies out of the
back of her red hat with each
and every pounding stroke she
makes on the course, she's
bound to make a little money
off of it.
"We were out here for her
practice round last week and
she pulled one of her baby
teeth," her mother Jennifer said.
"She asked if the tooth fairy
would still come and visit her."
Why not? She's only 11 years-old.

a

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
p.m.
ESPIS2 — Toledo at Fresno Stet*
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
—
ESP142
UEFA Champions:
Manchester United vs. SL Sanaa

•
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Fenn Equipawint
Huey Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Rumor
mobile Horne Low For Sale
Mobile Homes For See
Motes Homes For Ron
Not Home Lois For Rent
Business %nun
Apartments For Rem
Aeons For Row
Houses For awn
Saimaa Remus
Comirnerclal Prawn/
Pets & Supplies
Unmet 1i Suppasa
Punk Sue
Land For Rent or Lee.
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CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Rem War
Lau Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Aso
Fenno For Sale

I 11,
-, 1'1

All i

Acreage

Domestic & Dabbers I

1411p 11113411d

I

Homes Foe Skis
liolowydes II AN.
Auto Parts
Sport May Vshicles
Used Cars
bens
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & lactIors
Sumas ONsrsd
Frio Column
Tobacco I Supplies

$825 First Day • 20 words or less
Over 20 words 530 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.11 per word per day.
$3.25 extra tor %upper !Mon C1assitec64,
bUnd Dux AN.
elt/i

\(_ I )(IL N [1\1

PUBLIC SALE
at Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave.
WED.,SEPT. 28 • 4:00 PM

NEW interviewing to
day shift custome
service reps and cooks
in
for
Hardee's
Draffenville. To schedule an interview, call
ext.
888-398-3556
0951

['nits to be sold are 8-2. 8-5, B.3 &
CC-10 due to non-payment.

8'
en

Notice of Open Meeting

n a
Murray Calloway Transit Authority
Notice is hereby given that the Murray

rn
just

Calloway Transit Authority will conduct
an open meeting concerning the Fare

es
SIX

Structure at 9:00am on October 3, 2005

i
at Weeks Communit.

to

Center in the

Transit Office.

've

Happy Birthday

ey

NOW accepting applications for part-time

at
help
Discount
and
City
Tobacco
Lottery nights and
weekends. Apply in
person at Hinton and
Sons, 623 S. 4th St.,
Murray.
NOW hiring for all
shifts. Apply In person at Sonic, 217 S.
12th St., Murray. No
phone calls, please.
load
OVERSIZED
CDL driver needed for

11IL
're
it's
nge

mon

local pulls. CDL driver
with
manufactured
home pulling experience preferred Apply
in person or send
resume to 2003 E.
Wood St Paris, TN
38242

)VC

Happy 15th •••
PART-TIME
)
Birthday
HELP
Taylor
at

n of

array
Slate

S for

is an

Serval!

Love,
Memaw
Frances
& Curtis

>pen-

ieries
37.

Apply in person

time

1604 ST RT 121N

Pan-

Professional
appearance
required!

in

rd

1111111180 Waned

Rodeo

n the
ech
The
18.14
at
the
last
with
last
hum.
St its
x of

Bare Beauty Mineral
Cosemetics and
Skin Care are now
sold locally.
Call Paula at
753-2711.3
FOR sale Fresh locally
grown shiitake mush-

rooms $6 per pound
762-0265

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
seeking applicants for
full-time housekeeping
positions Buffer experience a plus. We offer
a full benefit package
after 90 days. No
phone calls please.
Please apply in person
at BnIthaven of Benton
Hwy. 641 S Benton,
KY. EOE/AAE

,SSee.
1

[uckcrus the
iargin

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Work as needed NOT
full time, experience
preferred, good working conditions, pleas-

ant atmosphere.
Apply in person.

title
urns

'end-

NEW way to lose
weight Learn how to
eat nght for your body
(2701748-6277

FERNTERRACE
LODGE
1505 Stadium
View Dr.

Jack-

050
ig
to

rd

EOE

Lost and Found

week

$100 REWARD
In Coldwater/
Farmington Area
5 Yr. Old Jack Russell

earn
DANCERS
$1.000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM

elf.ings
ut I
g•••
our
was y
the

Needs MedicatIOn
270-489-6106
After 5:30 p.m.
493-6022, 752-0010
No questions asked.

each
she
she's
lOney

her
and
baby
said.
fairy

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

her."
11-

ITt
Pt
koir,
011011.

BEST Western hinng
for experienced desk
and night audit and
Top
housekeeping.
pay Apply in person at
St.
N.12th
1503
Murray

51142

Stata

Wks

EARLY childcare centers looking for full time
and part time help to
work with children ages
birth through afterChildcare
school
development knowledge required Apply at
109 S 15th Street,
Murray.

POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21.62/hr,
now hiring. For application and free government lob info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours.
24
8042,
Employment service.

COOK

want
iatur-

\11 \\p U1\ II

\l`I'l

\I \()I \IN)(11

lilt

DENTAL office manager. Experience preferred. Send resume
to. 1653 Calloway
Avenue. Murray, KY
42071.

I ,NUE\
PROI '
I .1- SPEOPLE
NI• EDED
soured Housing

NEED your home o
business cleaned? Cal
Teresa 489-2957 o
227-8380
WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, krt, bath,
etc
windows,
Experienced- Valerie
436-5914

LOCAL church seeking
custodian.
part-time
Send resume with references to: P.O. Box
1040-C, Murray, KY
42071. EOE.
LOCAL hotel hiring for
experienced general
manager Please send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-B, Murray, KY
42071

Large Select

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

OPPortimitY
EARN income PT/FT
Around your schedule
Home-Based business
www DRWHomellz co
m (270)748-6277

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal.
759.3556
140
10 Buy

753-1713
160

SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need- New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-6424447.
TAKE YOUR PICK -

Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths? Both pnced in
the $50's Call 731642-6438 today!!

Home Furnishing,

GREEN/BURGUNDY
Living room couch w/2
chairs. Oak Dinette
table 6-chairs, hall tree
w/mirror. 435-4377 if
no answer leave message.

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all. Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

WE have 97% financing on land home packages and we can help
on the other 3%. 100%
loans. Call 1-800-5333568
lRoams For Rent
liF
f
ablis

ANTIQUE 10 bin (with
glass) seed cabinet to
bulk seed sales. 40"H
771., 18H. Cabine
looks like walnut. 270

LARGE 2BR, $275
753-6012
NICE 2BR. No pets
753-9866

436-2544 after 6:00PM

PETTING zoo type animals for our small zoo
Please call Gary at
Fern
270-978-0371
Lodge
Terrace
Personal Care Home in
Murray. KY 270-7537109 We are especially interested in swans,
small deer, pygmy
goats, etc.
USED carpeting, electhc baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.

310 Case dozer angle

blade, good, original al
over, $7,500 080
1611. Stock TLR goose
neck, $660.
1983 L700 Ford diesel
w/ rear ramps for
dozer, $2,100 OBO.
1989 562 Belarus
68HP 4x4, original.
good, 53.200 OBO
436-2388
Firemocal

FIREWOOD $40 a rick
Tree
delivered.
removal. 527-8368

RN needed for physician's office Oncology
experience preferred.
Please submit resume
1040-S.
Box
P.O
Murray, KY 42071.
advisors

$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call

M-F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799

753-3958
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614
FREE
Satellite system up to 4
rooms. free DVR or HD
upgrade. Call now to
see how you can get
your first month free
HBO,
get
Also
Cinemax & Showtirne
free for 3 months
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $12.500. 7536012

1999 14'x56'. 2 bed
ooms, 1 bath, shingle
oof, vinyl siding, new
appliances
deck,
$15,000
included
Estates)
(Coach
(270)759-2427

877-455-0901
NFL FANS
Purchase the

NFL
Sunday Ticket & get
over 140 channels, 7
HBO. 12 Starz, 9
3
&
Showtime,
Cinemax Free for 4
Beasley
months
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901 or 877-4550901
STRAW for sale. $2 a
bale. 489-2436, if no
answer leave message

CLEANING houses is
Call
my business
Linda H. 759-9553.
NANNY. Experienced
child care professional
seeks loving family.
Four year, private, inexperience
home
InfanV preschool CPR
certified. Excellent references. If you're looking for lots of love and
individual care for your
children. contact 731232-8557 or 731-7070195
good
a
NEED
Housecleaning? Call
753-1016

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Gravel & White rock also.
Cali Terrell Tidwell,

753-9075
227-2193
WHITE satin wedding
w/
dress
capped
sleeves, size 16, $200
270-753-6909
Call
after SPY.

Call Lis we will be
glad to help.

Murray Ledger &
Times

270-753-1916

2BR.
SPACIOUS
1.SBA townhome, 131
Megan Dr., very clean,

41 18

1 Bedroom, low utilities, deposit & references required, no
pets $235 a month.
753-3949.
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1,2, & 3BR apts. available. Please call 7531-3 apts 4BR house
753-1252, 753-0606

2005 3 BEDROOM, 2
BATH SINGLEWIDE:
Alarm system, GE
only
appliances,
$29,999!!! 731-584,429

at 731-642-6438
3 BED, 2 BATH DOUBLEWIDE - Land pack-

ages available! Low
payment!
down
Awesome financing.
731-584-9429
38R mobile home and

lot, $16,500 753-6012
'99 Doublewide on one
acre, 4 bedroom, 2
bath. C/H/A, storage
building, 573,000 7531706 or 293-7225
LAND -HOME
Packages are our speor
FHA
cialty
Conventional Let us
do the work! Call 1800-533-3568 or 731644-0012
NO money needed
FHA land packages
available now Limited
funds Don't miss out
all 1800-533-3568 or
731-644-0012
REPOS,
REPOS
REPOS Doubles, singles Land home Cal
1400-533-5368

--•'• -"
7"
"
-r-45

for appt. 753-8349
APPROXIMATELg•

2,150 sq feet home on.
one acre lot. 293-7917.
or 498-8702
HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties Call 270-3398824 or 270-339-8823
NEW home lust 2 mike*
south of Murray. Over
1.800 sq ft living iv.

300 sq ft. bonus room.
3 bed 2 bath cathedral.
ceilings with loft overlooking living room.
(270)293-M5

Cambridge

By appt. only.
Kristi Kidwell
3486 Si Rt. 121S, Murray
(270)293-6087

2BR, central gas heat.
central air $275 and
up, some with new Car
pet Coleman RE 750
4118
4BR. 2 bath, all
ances, central
rates.
Reduced
Coleman RE 759-4118
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 2br
townhouses, basic rent
5360/ month. Call 7531970. Leave Message.
HILLDALE Apts now
taking applications 1 &
2 & 3 bedrooms No
credit check required.
Housing
Equal
Opportunity (270)4374113 TDD711
NICE 2BR duplex. 7537457 or 436-6357

trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

707 South 12th Street
South Center 700,
1,000, 1,200 sq tt
in
Available
Phone
September.
753-1252, 753-0606
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Cars
Camry, 92.000
98
miles. 293-1100.

2004 Dodge dually
diesel. White/grey int&
nor, like new. $26,900.
731731-336-3661.
642-5671
2002 3 car hauler,
$7,000. 731-336-3661. •
731-642-5671

TOY Poodle 11 months
old, shots to date and
spayed. For more information, call 492-6187
and
between 6PM
lOPM

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
' storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600_

C/H/A

motes, extended warranty. garage kept.
(270)293-9223

-S- SIII \

SHIH-TZU S&W paper
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

2004 Harley Davidson
V-Rod. VRSCA. 484

1 brown ear. $450
each. Ready Oct. 1st
Call to reserve, will only
sell to loving homes
227-5166, 767-0143
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
SI

Si 1111

I an -51-54-,,
,,r '2•11.9911,1

COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft.
restrooms,
C/G/H,
parking.
of
plenty
excellent location near
Judicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex. 7593772.

I

1703 Farmer Ave
bedrooms. 1.5 baths,
kitchen, DR, & utility
room, fireplace w/ gas
logs, 1 car garage w/
opener. $98,000 Cal

!BOXER pups- 1 male
fawn with bnndle, 1
female fawn with black
mask. 1 female white-

month + deposit 752-

area. 293-6968

2BR duplex
753-8067

PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309 N. 4th St.
Across from Judicial
Building. Two offices,
waiting room, full bath
and shower. Public and
private
entrances.
parking
Covered
space. Approximately
625sq tt $450 per
month plus utilities
759-3954
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres. Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location. Call 753-2905 Of
293-8595.

0456

1BR, all appliances,
Oaks Apts.. starting at
$250. Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 BR. 2 Bath apt.
washer & dryer, water
furnished, close to
MSU, 1 year old
$550.00/mo. 753-2225
day, 759-1509 night.
2BR Apt

Ibises For &is

yard. Camelot subdivision. (270)293-4602.
(270)435-4602
4/5BR 2BA, partial utilities paid, $675 per

appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR apt partially furnished. partial utilities
paid, $260 per month +
deposit. 752-0456
1BR some utilities paid,
no pets. 767-9037

2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1,000's. WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today

53-385

1 BR 8 miles North
$350 plus deposit. No
pets. 753-8582
38R, 2BA, white stone,
very nice with fenced in

.1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335.
.2BR. 1BA TH apt, kt,
appliances, w/d, $425.
•1BR, 1 bath, with
study, w/d, $350.
753-7559
1BR apt available, all

16x80
1999
Fleetwood. 3 bedroom, 2 bath 293-5001

•All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Contra,

All appliances. 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit,
no pets 753-2905

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts. Coleman RE 759-

8221.

Homes Foe Sala

5X 10 tilt trailer. $275.

LARGE 3BR, 3BA,
double garage. 1549-B
Mockingbird Dr. $725 a
month. 293-9970
LARGE duplex. 2BR, 2
bath, garage, $600.
436-5685
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL 1BR, no pets,
water paid 753-5980

dishwasher/dryer,
washer, microwave. No
pets. $475 monthly.
752-3321, 227-5563
LOTS for rent 753
9866
VERY nice large 2I3R,
2 bath duplex. Quiet
WANT to rent mobile
All
neighborhood.
home lot not in trailer
appliances No pets
park. 293-8883
$495 436-5927
VERY roomy, 2br,
Apartimmts For Rant I
2 bath, garage, C/H/A.

210

Aides
For Si.

FULL-TIME customer
support representative
needed. At least one
year college required.
Computer skills a must.
Health/life ins, 18 paid
days off/yr. tuition
Email
assistance.
resumes to candice0
or
powerclaim corn
Hawkins
to
mail
Research. Inc.. 406 N.
4th St., Murray, KY
42071.
IMMEDIATE openings
for full-time employment at Have Mop Will
Serious
Travel
Call
Inquiries only
Beverly at 759-4222 for
an appointment.

Appian:es

ER.

TOP COMMISSIONS
5 DAY WORK WEEK
BEST INVENTORY
LETS OF FINANCING
N BUSINESS SINCE /476
SEND assums TO
731444403
ATTN:CHUCK MIL

SAFETY

WHITE wedding dress
size 22, white cape, fu
hood and accessories
(270)328-8677

SHARP, REPO DOU
BLEWIDE: Fireplace
front porch. Call today!'
731-584-9429

NEON BEACH
INI•STORAGE

I
amb For AIM

ilFRomas For Sib
a
l

Anions
For Sib
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still
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$3.25 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide/
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
1)308i

Sat-

\

88.00 Coliusui Int% (10% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

STRAW for sale. $2.25
bale (day) 753-4582.
(night) 759-4718

11111aesio
63 acres farmland with
minor improvements.
Excellent development
property or commercial
farming. Kirksey area

(731)336-8120
Real Estate For Sale
By Owner
Rental Property
421 South 8th Street
4 Units. 3 1 BR, 1 2 or
3-BR
Become a landlord with
no down payment.
Seiler will pay
closing costs Asking
$100,000. 1-800-2946442
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
270-7535125,000
4109, 270-227-1545

Drapers
1977 Class C Blazon
motor home. $1,100

Call 270-761-

OBO
0549

28 ft. pontoon boat with
motor $1750
14 ft. John Boat with
motor $600
Please contact Guthrie
at 270-759-1102
Services 011sred

Lamb's.
Mower Repair. Free
pick-up/delivery.

436-286

436-5141 A-AFRZ
ABLE Hauling.
out garages. gutters;:
t
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
•
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years expenence Cal
Carters.
767-0533 MOWING,
mulching,
trimming,
painting, odd jobs,
Free
cleaning.
Estimates 978-1115.

A-1 JOE Lamb's Tree
Trimming.
ssraloe.
removal, etc Tract011
bushhoggle*
work.

r

hauling, junk clean tgli
gutter cleaning 436-

2867
CABIN on private lot 5
miles from Kentucky
Lake boat ramp, as is,
needs work. $14.500

OBO or possible trade
753-6870

FREE PALLETS

A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

•

LEES Carpet
Closeting
'since 1971'
*Carpets *Upholstery t
•Emergency Water •
Removal •Ousck

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve

Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dirt?"

Please No Phone Calls

753-5827

re:aitirs:raw so eresimissailsfirsituauslimaullAk 446141114,x.„6,.,

•

•••
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lookIngBack
Vocational Education Center will
hold an open house on Sept. 29
from 7 15 to 9:15 p.m.
Daphene Mowery, nurse at the
Calloway County Health Department, spoke about "Woman's
Health" at a meeting of the Hazel
Woman's Club held at the Hazel
Community Center.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ellis Wiley,
Sept. 11.
40 years ago
Murray State College has
reported an enrollment of 5,717
students for the fall semester. This
is a 17.8 percent gain over the
previous high enrollment.
Mrs. Ned Coleman was the
leader for the program on "The
Thought for Spiritual Food" at a
meeting of the Woman's Society
of Christian Service of Coles Camp
Ground Methodist Church held at
the home of Mrs. Bill Williams.
C.A. Lockhart of Rt. 1, Murray, observed his 90th birthday
Sept. 26 at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Lester Goheen.
50 years ago
The largest student enrollment
ever at Murray State College is
now 1,880 for the fall term, according to Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
registrar.
In the second group of reports
on chest x-rays taken by the Kentucky Mobile Unit in Murray,
another active case of tuberculosis has been reported, according
to the Calloway County Health
Department.
Dr. Ora Mason spoke about
"The Habits of Children" at a
meeting of the Sigma Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Lochie Belle Overbey presented
piano music.

10 years ago
Calloway County High School
Band was named grand champion at the South Central Marching Band Classic at Glasgow. Band
directors are Gary Mullins and
Tim Smith.
Published is a picture of groundbreaking ceremony for a new fellowship hall at Sugar Creek Baptist Church of Bro. William B.
Miller. pastor, and other members
of the church.
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Outland
were married 50 years Sept. 22.
Births reported include a girl
to Rusty and Misty Reynolds, a
boy to Joe and Sheila Chambers
a0d a boy to James and Dixie
Smart, Sept. 22.
20 years ago
A grant in the amount of
$390.000 for use in Murray's Industrial Park has brought the project
one step closer to reality, according to Steve Zea, executive vice
president of Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
Dan Hutson of Murray has
been named to the board of directors of Tennessee Tombigbee
Waterway Development Council.
Murray Middle School Tigers
won over Calloway County Middle School Lakers in a football
game.
Births reported include a girl
to Tina and Clifford Beaver, Sept.
24; a boy to Robert and Linda
Bramlett Sept. 25.
30 yeas ago
A working budget of just over
$1,856,000 was approved by the
Murray Board of Education at its
regular meeting, according to Fred
Schultz, superintendent of Murray City Schools.
Murray-Calloway County Area

Todoidnilistory
By The Associated Press

(AP) - Today is Tuesday,
Sept. 27, the 270th day of
2005. There are 95 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 27, 1964, the Warren Commission issued a report
concluding that Lee Harvey
Oswald had acted alone in
President
assassinating
1E3 A.El Ne
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Kennedy.
On this date:
In 1779, John Adams was
named to negotiate the Revolutionary War's peace terms with
Britain.
In 1942, Glenn Miller and
his Orchestra performed together for the last time, at the
Central Theater in Passaic, N.J.,
prior to Miller's entry into the
Army.
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Latchkey kid's plea for help
is met with outrage at mom

Blood pressure fluctuations
may be routine

she so greatly deserves, then I
DEAR DR. GOTT: My hus- that you record his pulse and
say the daughter should seek
band, 68, is in good health blood pressure daily (at differhelp elsewhere. -- MICHAEL except for blood pressure that ent times of the day) and then
M., TAMPA, FLA.
ranges all over the lot as high submit the numbers to his docDE4R MICHAEL M.: The
as 140/100 tor for advice and recommenmother KNOWS what she's
to as low as dations.
Now to the issue of male
120/80. He
doing. The writer indicated that
taking menopause. It is real, common.
is
it happens regularly. That's why
medicine for unavoidable, and marked by hot
I told her to talk to her father or
flashes and sweats, malaise, rapid
this.
another adult relative, or parent
What heartbeat and many other sympof a friend, about spending time
concerns us toms. Treatment is "watchful
in another household while
most is his waiting." Under ordinary cir"Morn is out on her dates."
pulse, which cumstances, the symptoms of
However, from the responses I
varies from male menopause (which are the
received about that letter, some
result of a testosterone deficien75
Dr. Gott Also,tohe100.
readers feel I wasn't hard
has cy) will dissipate with age and
enough on the mother. Read on:
require no therapy.
hot flashes.
By
To give you related infonnaDEAR
DEAR ABBY: I am an art
at home. A
Dr. Peter Gott READER: tion, I am sending you a copy
woman who psychotherapist. Abandonment
By Abigail
Although it is tempting to label of my Health Report "Hyperdevotes so is the worst kind of mental and
Van Buren
much atten- physical abuse. That mother your husband as having male tension."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 71
menopause, I'll put that aside
bon to her married boss at the should be reported as a child
old and in good health
years
moment.
the
for
expense of her own daughter is abuser. Instead of directing the
are except for an asthma problem that
pressures
blood
Varying
losing a lot of herself and child to family or friends' par- common in most adults, depend- is well controlled with inhalers.
destroying any future relation- ents to watch over her, you ing on stress level, diets rich About one month ago while I.
should have told her to go to the in salt and other factors. As a was sitting in church. I looked:
ship with the girl.
I say the girl should talk with father, school counselor or general rule, if the blood pres- up at the candles burning by.
her mother about her feelings another trusted adult for help in sure is found to be normal the altar and the flame on the:
first, and how they can best bal- getting out of this dangerous sit- (130/80 or below), no one has top candle looked green. I looked:
ance the needs of both of them. uation PERMANENTLY. I have to worry about the occasional up at it several times and each:
time the top one was green. A:
Single parents can be blind to seen the result of such neglect level above normal.
In contrast, most hyperten- few nights later while reading:
how their actions affect their and abuse. It's horrible. Please
regularly run BPs the paper. I suddenly realized'
loved ones when they become advise other readers in similar sive patients
This needs that the entire page looked green.
greater.
or
150/90
of
focused on their own needs. situations that they don't have to
I checked with my doctor
on
depending
addressed,
be
to
Mom should be told by her be abused in this way. It could the height of the pressure and and he had never heard of any-:
daughter how much she is need- save a life. -- SANDY IN SUN- the consistency of the high read- thing like that, so he sent me:
ed and how important it is for NYVALE, CALIF.
to have an MRI. It didn't show
ings.
DEAR ABBY: I am a
her to know that her mom will
From the data you share. I any abnormalities, so he said if
be there for her. Companionship Department of Social Health can conclude that your husband's it happens again he will have
blood pressure is under reason- to send me to a neurologist.
isn't the only issue here. The Services worker in Washington
Have you ever come across
here
law
state
is
It
against
good control and you can
state.
ably
role
a
as
her
needs
daughter
to leave a child under the age of relax, continue his medication this problem?
model, parent and friend,
DEAR READER: While this
advice.
If Mom refuses to give her 12 alone without an appropriate and follow his physician's
symptom is rare, it is part of
pulse
rapid
a
to
tendency
The
to
needs
child
That
daughter the time and attention caregiver.
may be secondary to male the visual difficulties ordinarily
talk to another adult or family
menopause (see below), stress, handled by ophthalmologists. I
member immediately, as you
with loss of physical suggest a consultation now. Don't
inactivity
suggested. But not for a refuge conditioning, heart disorders, ane- wait, because the symptom could
In 1954, "Tonight!" hosted
while her mother is "otherwise
•
mia and other factors. I suggest reflect a retinal problem.
by Steve Allen, made its debut occupied." She needs a safe,
on NBC TV.
sane and loving home in which
In 1959, a typhoon battered to live. If there is no family
the main Japanese island of member she can talk to, she
Familiarity with this principle
South dealer.
Honshu, killing nearly 5,000 should talk to someone at her
enabled one declarer in a team convulnerable.
South
Northpeople.
school. The schools are required
test to find a sure way to bring in four
NORTH
hearts on today's deal, while the
In 1979, Congress gave final to report instances of suspected
•9 54
declarer at the other table failed.
•K 9 7 4
approval to forming the Depart- child abuse/neglect to Child
At the table where four hearts
•Q 6 3 2
ment of Education, the 13th Protective Services for investidown one, West Ied the club
went
5
•K
Cabinet agency in U.S. histo- gation. -- CONCERNED IN
jack, taken by dummy's king. and
EAST
WEST
South played the A-Q of trumps.
•I 10 6 3 2
VANCOUVER, WASH.
ry.
•K 8 7
Declarer then cashed the A-Q of
•8 5
VI 2
DEAR ABBY: I thought that
clubs, discarding a spade from
8
9
A
•
104
K
•
supposed
as a parent you were
dummy, and crossed to dummy with
*91-2
•
1U563
*I
first.
a heart in order to lead a spade to the
to pot your - • child
SOUTH
queen. West won with the king and
"Latchkey Kid's" mother is irre•A Q
returned a spade to South's ace.
•A Q 1063
sponsible, and her behavior
Forced to attack diamonds him5
7
.1
•
shows concern for her needs
self, declarer now led a low diamond
Q4
A
•
only and none for her daughter.
to dummy's queen. East won with
The bidding:
the ace, and his diamond return to .
North East
Maybe if Child Protective
West
South
West's K-10 set the contract.
Pass
2
Pass
I II
Services gets involved, the
At the other table, the play fol•
4
call
wake-up
a
mother will get
lowed the same course for the first •
of clubs.
—jack
lead
Opening
and go back to being the parent
five tricks. But instead of crossing to '
the spade •
the girl deserves. -- DISGUSTThere are many hands N here it is dummy with a trump to try the A-Q
to declarer's advantage to have the finesse, declarer next played
ED IN TEXAS
conceding a
opponents initiate a particular suit of spades, deliberately
DEAR ABBY: You missed
spade trick to the opponents.
of first leading it himself.
instead
have
The advantage of this method of
the boat here. You should
One common holding of this type
play was that the defender who won
advised "Latchkey Kid" to go
is Q-x-x in one hand opposite J-x-x
have to lead a diain the other. If declarer has to play the tnck wouldyield an equally fatal
over and hang out with Mom's
else
or
mond
the
if
and
himself,
combination
this
boss's wife. She is obviously
opposing ace and king are split, he is ruff-and-discard.West returned a low•
In practice,
alone as often as "Latchkey" is likely to lose three tricks in the suit.
after taking the spade king,
But if either opponent leads the suit diamond
- and she might appreciate the
and declarer then could not be
a
scores
later
or
sooner
IN
declarer
N
first,
SHANNO
company! -from eventually scoring a
trick simply by playing "second- stopped tnck.
PORT CHARLOTTE,FLA.
diamond

DEAR ABBY: I disagree
with the advice you gave to the
who signed herself
girl
"Latchkey Kid in Seattle."
While I agree that the last resort
might be to find another adult
the girl can
with
stay
her
while
mom "entertains" her
boyfriend/
her
boss,
step
first
should be to
try to solve
Dear Abby the problem

ContractBridoe

hand low."
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STEP IN ON.

1 Huge container
4 Scuba-diving
sites
9 Guinea pig
home
12 MD employer
13 Actor
— Welles
14 Finish a cake
15 Unearths
17 lhved along
19 Scintilla
21 Dazzle
22 Quote
25 Quartet
member'
29 Locomotive,
bnefly
30 Not built-up
32 Big handbag
33 'Star Wars"
rogue
35 Get-together
37 Open meadow
38 Stares at
40 Source of iron
42 Realty wd.

43 Party-throwers
plea
44 Evening-gown
glitter
46 Ltvy's hello
49 Carries weanly
50 Pharaohs. now
54 Tenn paper
57 DC tax org
58 Ricochets
60 Navas) toe
61 Quick lunch
62 Wide tie
63 Spacewalk.
to NASA
DOWN
1 Channels 2-13
2 Mademoiselle's
date
3 Quinine water
4 Speaker's
platform
5 Urn's cousin
6 Psychic power
7 Knock — —
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8 Blizzard maker
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